CREATE WITH UNIFI
UNIFI is the essential cloud platform to CREATE,
organize, access and manage digital building
content among leading architectural, engineering
and construction organizations.

Let UNIFI CREATE the content you need, when you need it.
On-Demand Service

High Quality Content

Reduce delays, meet unexpected
content creation needs and free up your
in-house talent with UNIFI’s Content
Development Team. Our team focuses
exclusively on creating custom content to
promptly meet your needs with requests
made directly through the UNIFI platform.

Quality is crucial. UNIFI utilizes proven
methodology to ensure that every
content item delivered meets the highest
design and quality specifications—
eliminating mistakes and time delays
incurred by using untested content.

Proven Expertise

Rapid Delivery

UNIFI has created thousands of
pieces of content for hundreds of firms
leveraging multiple tested geometries.
We understand what you need and use
our vast design experience to deliver
exactly that.

With one of the fastest turnaround
times in the market, UNIFI delivers
your content quickly by employing our
proprietary process that analyzes UNIFI’s
extensive content library to identify
common geometries and leverage those
similarities to efficiently create
your content.

START CREATING TODAY
Rely on UNIFI to create your library of high quality, custom
components tailored to your unique requirements and parameters.
Contact us at 702.527.6460 or email us at sales@unifilabs.com.

BIM CONTENT
CREATION
MADE SIMPLE
Content components are quite literally the building
blocks of projects and have the potential to make
or break a model. Employ our proven process to
create your custom BIM content today.
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“UNIFI is the bridge, allowing all of our staff, offices,
consultants and clients access to critical content.”
- Guy Messick, Director of Design Intelligence

IA Interior Architects translates their client’s goals, brand and culture into powerful environments around the
globe. As such, IA boasts thousands of unique design assets including high quality furniture content, lighting
models, cabinetry, system families, detail libraries, manufacturer specific models and much more.
With UNIFI, IA found a partner to CREATE custom objects based on IA’s specifications—saving time, ensuring
global data consistency and allowing IA to focus on what they do best—designing beautiful interiors.

REGISTER FOR A FREE TRIAL
See why leading architectural, engineering and construction organizations trust UNIFI
as the right solution for their content creation needs at www.unifilabs.com.

